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Abstract
Background: Although proximal humerus strength/quality can be assessed using cortical thickness measurements (eg, cortical
index), there is no agreement where to make them. Tingart and coworkers used measurements where the proximal endosteum
becomes parallel, while Mather and coworkers used measurements where the periosteum becomes parallel. The new circle-fit
method (CFM) makes 2 metaphyseal (M1-M2) and 6 diaphyseal (D1-D6) measurements referenced from humeral head diameter
(HHD). However, it is unknown whether these locations correlate to humeral length (HL). Accordingly, we asked: (1) Does
HHD, Tingart distance, and Mather distance correlate with HL? (2) What is the location of HHD, Tingart distance, and Mather
distance as a percentage of HL? and (3) Which CFM D1-D6 locations correlate with Tingart and Mather distances? Materials
and Methods: Measurements made on cortical thickness (CT) scout views of 19 humeri (ages: 16-73 years) included HHD,
distances from the superior aspect of the humerus to proximal Tingart and Mather locations, and HL. Results: Intraclass correlation was excellent for CFM-HHD, poor for Tingart, and moderate for Mather. The CFM-HHD had a stronger correlation to
HL than Tingart and Mather. Mean HHD was 15.5% (0.9%) of HL while Tingart was 27.0% (4.1%) and Mather was 23.2% (3.8%).
Tingart distance corresponded to D2/D3 CFM locations while the Mather distance was similar to D1/D2. Discussion: The CFM
reliably correlates with HL and provides a stronger correlation and less variance between specimens than the Tingart or Mather
Methods. Conclusions: Because the CFM produces reliable percent of HL locations, it should be used to define locations for
obtaining biomechanically relevant CT measurements such as cortical index. Stronger correlations of these CFM-based measurements with proximal humerus strength will be important for developing advanced algorithms for fracture treatment.
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Introduction
Proximal humerus fractures are primarily seen in the elderly
population following a ground-level fall in large part because
they are a true osteoporotic or fragility fracture.1-3 As the percentage of our elderly population increases, it is expected that
there will be huge increases in the numbers of adults with
osteoporosis although the fracture rate in this demographic
appears to have plateaued.4 As such, it is important to have
metrics that are relatively easy to obtain in clinical and research
settings for assessing bone strength/quality to help guide treatment options.
Bone strength and quality are being assessed for clinical
and research purposes by making measurements on routine
anterior-posterior (AP) radiographs of the proximal humerus.5-8

Cortical index (CI) is the most common measurement
employed in clinical settings and is defined as the difference
between the outer diameter (OD) and inner diameter (ID)
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Figure 1. The Tingart method fits a 2-cm tall rectangle to the most
proximal level of the humeral diaphysis where the endosteal surfaces
of the lateral and medial cortices become parallel.13 The distance from
the superior aspect of the humeral head to the superior aspect of the
rectangle is recorded as the Tingart distance.

divided by the OD [CI ¼ (OD  ID)/OD; lower CI values
indicate weaker bone).8-13 Another common measurement is
the mean combined cortical thickness (MCCT), which is
defined as the OD minus the ID [MCCT ¼ OD  ID] and has
been shown to have a stronger correlation with bone strength
than does CI.6,7,11,13,14 Measurements of CI and MCCT are
important in clinical settings. For example, these metrics can
help surgeons evaluate bone quality/mass in the setting of
proximal humerus fractures where measurements can be made
on the fractured and nonfractured side, which can help guide
surgical decision-making, determine bone quality and mass
distribution prior to shoulder arthroplasty, and help quickly
determine reduced bone quality and fracture strength of the
proximal humerus.5-7,9,10,13,15,16 Although there is no agreement as to where measurements of CI and MCCT should be
made, it can be agreed upon that these measurements should be
made at a reproducible location.6-8,13,14,17 One way of ensuring
a consistent location would be to identify a landmark that is at a
consistent location as a percent of humeral length (HL), allowing locations of measurements to be normalized between
patients where humerus size can vary greatly. This would in
turn lead to better correlation of CI and MCCT to fracture load.
A common method for making measurements of CI and
MCCT was proposed by Tingart et al.13 The Tingart method
is made by fitting of a 2-cm tall rectangle at the point on
the humerus where the endosteal surfaces become parallel
(Figure 1). This method can be performed on AP radiographs
obtained in clinic but incurs high interobserver (intraclass
correlation coefficient [ICC] ¼ 0.35 [0.17, 0.55]) and intraobserver (ICC ¼ 0.22 [0.00, 0.66]) errors due to difficulty
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Figure 2. The Mather method fits a 2-cm tall rectangle to the most
proximal level of the humeral diaphysis where the periosteal surfaces(outer cortical margins) of the lateral and medial cortices become
parallel to each other.14 The distance from the superior aspect of the
humeral head to the superior aspect of the rectangle was then
recorded as the Mather distance.

defining parallelism of the endosteal surfaces.18,19 A similar
method was used by Mather et al except they used a 2-cm tall
rectangle fit at the point on the humerus where the periosteal
surfaces become parallel (Figure 2). 14 However, like the
Tingart method, the Mather method also has a high interobserver (ICC ¼ 0.39 [0.19, 0.59]) and intraobserver (ICC ¼ 0.31
[0.00-0.75]) error.18,19
Recently, a circle-fit method (CFM) has been described
where radiographs are used to fit a circle to the periphery of
the humeral head in order to establish 2 metaphyseal (M1-M2)
and 6 diaphyseal locations (D1-D6) where CI and MCCT can
be measured (Figure 3). This method has been shown to incur
minimal interobserver variations when compared to the Tingart
and Mather methods.18,19 However, in these recent studies,
only the upper half of the humeri were used. It is currently
unknown whether humeral head diameter (HHD) obtained
when using the CFM or the locations along the humeral shaft
obtained from the Tingart method (“Tingart distance”) or
Mather method (“Mather distance”) scales proportionally with
HL. Answering this question is a logical next step in this area of
research as measurements need to be made consistently and at
comparable anatomical locations regardless of differences in
bone size. Determining whether these variables scale proportionally with bone length is important because the measurements of CI and MCCT could be made at the same
percentage of total HL regardless of the size of the bone, which
is an important step in advancing algorithms that guide treatment in proximal humerus fractures.8,20,21 Accordingly, we
asked: (1) Does HHD (from the CFM), Tingart distance, and
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Circle-Fit Method
An adjustable digitized circle was visually best fit to the periphery of the humeral head, and the diameter of the humeral
head was recorded (Figure 3). 18 In accordance with this
method, the distal-most edge of the circle was defined as M1
(metaphysis ¼ surgical neck region). Seven successive levels
(locations) were then separated by 1 cm, producing a second
metaphyseal level (M2) and 6 diaphyseal levels (D1-D6). The
HHD was then determined as a percent of HL.

Tingart Method

Figure 3. The circle-fit method (CFM) fits a digitized circle to the
humeral head and the diameter of the humeral head recorded.18 The
distal-most edge of the circle was defined as M1 (metaphysis ¼ surgical
neck region). Seven successive levels or locations were then separated
by 1 cm, producing a second metaphyseal level (M2) and 6 diaphyseal
levels (D1-D6).

Mather distance correlate with humerus length? (2) And if they
do correlate, then what is the location of HHD, Tingart distance,
and Mather distance as a percentage of humerus length? (3)
Which diaphyseal locations (D1-D6) from the CFM correspond
most closely with the Tingart distance and Mather distance?

Materials and Methods
With institutional review board approval, this study used AP
scout view localizers taken from full-length 1.25 mm sliced
computed tomography (CT) scans from 19 deidentified freshfrozen cadaveric specimens. A total of 19 humeri (15 left and 4
right humeri, age 37.5 [20.5] years [range: 16-73], 12 men, 7
females, and mean length of 32.0 [2.6] cm) were used. Soft
tissues were manually removed from the humeri prior to being
CT scanned. As described in previous studies of humeri, steps
were taken to standardize the AP projection.18,22-24 This was
done by placing the humeral head directly on the platform
(equivalent to the “cassette” in conventional nondigital imaging) with the long axis of the diaphysis aligned parallel to the
platform. Each bone was externally rotated to achieve the true
AP plane, which resembles closely the method of Zhang et al.25
The diaphysis was supported with modeling clay to avoid
inadvertent rotation.
Images were imported into an open source medical image
viewer (Horos, www.horosproject.org) and measurements of
HHD using the CFM,18 distance from superior aspect of humeral head to proximal location of Tingart measurements (Tingart distance),13 distance from superior aspect of humeral head
to proximal location of the Mather measurements (Mather distance),14 and overall HL were made.

Using the Tingart method, a 2-cm tall rectangle was fit to the
proximal diaphysis at the most proximal level of the humeral
diaphysis where the endosteal surfaces of the lateral and medial
cortices become parallel to each other (the proximal most edge
of the rectangle is placed where parallelism starts).13 The distance from the superior aspect of the humeral head to the superior aspect of the rectangle was then recorded as the Tingart
distance (Figure 1). This “Tingart distance” was then determined as a percent of HL.

Mather Method
Using the Mather method, a 2-cm tall rectangle was fit to the
proximal diaphysis at the most proximal level of the humeral
diaphysis where the periosteal surfaces (outer cortical margins)
of the lateral and medial cortices become parallel to each other
(the proximal most edge of the rectangle is placed where the
parallelism starts).14 The distance from the superior aspect of
the humeral head to the superior aspect of the rectangle was
then recorded as the Mather distance (Figure 2). This “Mather
distance” was then determined as a percent of HL

Statistical Analysis
Two orthopedic surgery residents and one medical student
made the measurements on all 19 specimens independently
in order to quantify intraobserver repeatability of the 3 measurements: (1) HHD as a percent of HL, (2) Tingart distance as
a percent of HL, and (3) Mather distance as a percent of HL. A
single factor analysis of variance with repeated measures computed the ICC for the 3 measurements. The factor was the
observer making the measurements with 3 levels (2 orthopedic
surgery residents and medical student). An ICC value of >0.75
indicated excellent agreement, 0.5-0.75 moderate agreement,
and <0.5 poor agreement.
Mean (standard deviation) was reported for continuous variables (ie, length measurements). Normality of measurements
was assessed using a Shapiro-Wilk test. A linear regression
computed the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) to determine
whether HHD, Tingart distance, or Mather distance correlated
with HL. A Kruskal-Wallis test was used with a post hoc SteelDwass to determine which diaphyseal locations (D1-D6) determined by the CFM correlated with the Tingart distance and
Mather distance. Computations were performed with statistical
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Figure 4. Plot of humeral head diameter (blue), Tingart distance
(red), and Mather distance (green) versus humeral length. Dark lines
represent the best fit line while shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. Humeral head diameter had a better correlation
(r ¼ 0.751 [0.451, 0.899], [P < .001]) compared to the Tingart distance
(r ¼ 0.523 [0.090, 0.789], [P ¼ .022]) and Mather distance (r ¼ 0.433
[0.035, 0.748], [P ¼ .069]).

software (JMP, v13.0, http://www.jmp.com). Significance was
set at P < .05.

Results
The mean HL was 32.0 (2.6 cm; range 26.5-36.8 cm).
The interobserver reliability was excellent for the HHD as a
percent of HL (ICC ¼ 0.876), poor for the Tingart distance
as a percent of HL (ICC ¼ 0.396), and poor for the Mather
distance as a percent of HL (ICC ¼ 0.474).
For correlations of HHD, Tingart distance, and Mather distance with humerus length, the HHD had the strongest correlation followed by the Tingart and Mather distances. The HHD
had a moderate correlation with HL (r ¼ 0.751 [0.451, 0.899],
[P < .001]) while the Tingart distance had a weak correlation
(r ¼ 0.523 [0.090, 0.789], [P ¼ .022]) and very little correlation
with the Mather distance (r ¼ 0.4326 [0.035, 0.748], [P ¼
.069]; Figure 4). The mean HHD was 4.9 (0.3 cm) or 15.5%
(0.9%) of the HL (Figure 5). The mean Tingart distance was 8.7
(1.5 cm) or 27.0% (4.1%) of the HL. The mean Mather distance
was 7.4 (1.3 cm) or 23.2% (3.8%) of the HL.
The Tingart distance as a percent of HL was found to
correlate with the D2 (P ¼ .729) and D3 (P ¼ .690) locations
of the CFM while the Mather distance as a percent of HL
correlates with the D1 (P ¼ .999) and D2 (P ¼ .670) locations
(Table 1). The Tingart distance as a percent of HL also did not
differ significantly from the Mather distance as a percent of
HL (P ¼ .130).

Discussion
Having metrics to assess bone strength and quality is considered important in biomechanical studies of the quality, mass
distribution and strength of the proximal humerus, and also for
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Figure 5. Column plot with 95% confidence intervals of humeral head
diameter, Tingart distance, and Mather distance as a percent of
humeral length. Means (standard deviations) provided.
Table 1. Metaphyseal and Diaphyseal Locations Determined From
the Circle-Fit Method as a Percent of Humeral Length and
Relationship to Tingart and Mather Distance.a

Location
M1 (humeral head diameter)
M2 (M1 þ 1 cm)
D1 (M2 þ 1 cm)
D2 (D1 þ 1 cm)
D3 (D2 þ 1 cm)
D4 (D3 þ 1 cm)
D5 (D4 þ 1 cm)
D6 (D5 þ 1 cm)
Tingart distance
Mather distance
a
b

Percent of
Humeral
Length
15.4% (0.8%)
18.6% (1.0%)
21.8% (1.2%)
24.9% (1.4%)
28.1% (1.6%)
31.2% (1.9%)
34.3% (2.1%)
37.5% (2.4%)
27.0% (4.1%)
23.2% (3.8%)

P Value
P Value
Compared Compared
to Tingart to Mather
Distanceb Distanceb
<.001
<.001
.001
.729
.690
.045
<.001
<.001
–
.130

<.001
.001
.999
.670
.003
<.001
<.001
<.001
.130
–

The values are presented as mean (standard deviation).
The P values were determined using Kruskal-Wallis test with a post hoc SteelDwass. Statistical significance was set at P < .05.

clinical purposes including the assessment of bone density/
osteoporosis and treatment of proximal humerus fractures.58,15
However, because current methods of measuring CI and
MCCT have poor interobserver reliability, it is unknown if the
locations of those measurements can be normalized between
patients of different body size. In a prior study from our institution, it could not be determined how closely the CFM-derived
metaphyseal and diaphyseal locations correspond to HL
because only the upper halves of the humeri were used.18,19
The most important findings of the present study are (1) HHD
reliably correlates with 15.5% of the humerus length, (2) this
has a stronger correlation and therefore substantially less variance between specimens than the Tingart or Mather methods,
and (3) diaphyseal locations D2 and D3 correlate most closely
to the Tingart location while D1 and D2 correlate most closely
to the Mather location.
Previous studies have shown correlation of humeral head
dimensions to HL.23,26,27 In the discussion section of the study
describing the CFM, Mears et al stated that the correlation of
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HHD to HL in an article by Auerbach and Ruff was r ¼ 0.182.
However, this was a misinterpretation of the findings of Auerbach and Ruff, where this correlation was actually comparing
asymmetry between left and right bones.18,26 In Auerbach and
Ruff original work, they did not correlate HHD to HL; however, their database of measurements is available for review of
their raw data. Analyzing the data used by Auerbach et al (provided to us by B. Auerbach) from measurements of 2754
humeri throughout the Holocene revealed a correlation of
r ¼ 0.743 [0.726, 0.759], P < .001 for HHD versus HL, which
resembles the strength of the correlation found in the present
study (r ¼ 0.751).26 A second study where 39 cadaveric humeri
were examined, Roberts et al reported that the correlation coefficient between HHD and HL is r ¼ 0.615.23 However, when
their data in their Figure 3 scatter plot is reanalyzed to determine the P value for the regression (which was not provided in
their study), the r value from their data is 0.621 (P < .001).
(This reanalysis revealed their use of 111 data points even
though they reported only using 39 bones.) A third study using
60 fresh cadaver humeri from the Midwestern United States,
Robertson et al found a correlation of r ¼ 0.72 between humeral head radius and HL.27 Although these studies had similar
correlations of HHD to HL, none of them considered relationships of the Tingart and Mather locations to HL.
Knowing that the humeral head scales proportionately to HL
can help surgeons restore length following proximal humerus
fractures. Preinjury full-length humerus radiographs are not
always available in clinical situations to help guide treatment.
However, contralateral shoulder or humerus could be used to
guide treatment as there is minimal difference between HHDs
from contralateral sides.26-28 Since the HHD provides a reliable
relationship to HL, measurements of CI and MCCT should be
made at locations based on the CFM.18 The stronger correlation
and better interobserver reliability of the CFM when compared
to the Tingart or Mather methods (ICC ¼ 0.876 for HHD vs
0.396 for Tingart and 0.474 for Mather) supports the conclusion that the CFM will allow clinicians and researchers to more
reliably normalize these data between participants.
Our results also showed that the Tingart distance was similar
to D2 (P ¼ .729) and D3 (P ¼ .690) locations of the CFM while
the Mather distance was similar to D1 (P ¼ .999) and D2 (P ¼
.670) locations. These results are biomechanically, and potentially clinically, important when considering the results of prior
cadaveric mechanical testing studies of the proximal
humerus.6,29 These studies examined relationships between
ultimate fracture load (UFL) of the proximal humerus (loaded
in a ground-level fall configuration) with CI and MCCT made
at 8 locations (M1-M2 and D1-D6). They showed that the
strongest correlation with UFL with respect to MCCT was at
D4 (r ¼ 0.67), which does not correspond to either the Tingart
or Mather distances measured in the present study. The strongest correlation with CI was at D3 (r ¼ 0.61), which only
corresponds to the Tingart distance. These prior biomechanical
studies also showed large changes in the strengths of correlations of UFL with CI and MCCT when measurement locations
were separated by only 2 to 3 cm along the proximal humerus
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diaphysis. For example, the correlation of CI with UFL changed from r ¼ 0.3 to 0.6 when the measurement was made at 2
locations that were separated by 2 cm. The correlation of
MCCT with UFL changed from r ¼ 0.4 to 0.7 when the measurements were made at 2 locations separated by 3 cm. In
addition to markedly changing the strengths of correlations
between CI or MCCI and UFL, there were also instances when
the correlation changed from being statistically significant to
nonsignificant when the differences in measurement location
were on the order of 2 to 3 cm. In contrast to the Tingart and
Mather methods, the CFM avoids the problems of misinterpreting correlations of CI and MCCT with UFL because it reduces
both intra- and interobserver variations to negligible levels as
shown by the present study, which more rigorously confirms
the findings of prior studies.18,19 Future biomechanical studies
using novel or advanced methods (eg, various fall configurations and loading rates) to compare CI and MCCT to fracture
load or fracture treatment would likely have more reliable
results using the CFM than the methods of Tingart and Mather.
One limitation of the present study is that only 19 specimens
were used. However, as mentioned above, the relationship of
HHD and HL in the present study is similar to findings in other
studies that used substantially larger samples of humeri.23,26-28
Consequently, it seems unlikely that performing these measurements on more participants would change the results of the
present study. Additional studies that examine racial and sex
differences are nevertheless warranted to determine whether
there might be unrecognized influences of these factors.25,30
A second limitation of the present study is that rotational error
was not assessed for the 3 methods. In the present study, careful
attention was placed in positioning the humeri for imaging. In
the clinical setting, this is much more challenging and may not
be possible in the case of fracture. It is possible that small
rotations of the humerus could affect the accuracy and reliability of the CFM and Tingart and Mather methods. Although
rotational error was not assessed in the present study, contralateral humerus imaging and understanding the scaling of the
HHD to HL will allow surgeons to better plan preoperatively
and restore anatomic length.

Conclusions
In conclusion, measurements of CI and MCCT should be
assessed from locations based on a circle fit to the humeral
head as this produces a reliable location of percent of HL across
specimens. Future studies should compare CI and MCCT taken
at locations distal to the circle-fit diameter of the humeral head
as a way to reliably normalize locations of CI and MCCT
measurements between specimens. This, in turn, should yield
stronger correlations with fracture load, which will help
develop advanced algorithms for proximal humerus fracture
fixation and arthroplasty.8,20,21
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